
 
 

We are happy to announce that Seven Chiefs Sportsplex & Chief Jim Starlight Center plans to reopen our ice arena for rental. 

When we open, some things will not be the same as they were before we closed, but the welcoming spirit of the friendly team 

here has not changed. 

 
The well-being of team members, guests and community is important to us. That is why we are implementing Seven Chiefs new 

health and safety protocols, which incorporate enhanced sanitization and social distancing practices. 

 
Terms of Booking 

□ Wavier forms for any liability (COVID 19) Must be sign by everyone including coaches, trainers, players (Skaters) and 

Screening Check List before they can enter the building 

□ Ice rental at this point is to sporting groups (e.g., figure skating, hockey, ringette). No more than 25 people can be on the 

ice/boxes at the same time in each arena. This includes coaches, No spectators on player bench. 

 

□ For Every ice slots rental there will be 2 dressing rooms assigned to the booking group, 12 skater/Coach per 

Dressing Room. 

 

□ Players to arrive dressed in full hockey gear (with no access to the facility until 15 minutes prior to ice time). 

Players to put on skates in designated areas in the lock room with physical distance indicators and after ice 

time is over will exit into dressing room to put on shoe and exit the lock room. No changing will be allowed at 

this point. 

□ Opportunity to re-introduce dressing room facilities for players (with no more than one parent per younger 

athletes) with designated physical distancing areas in place (stickers on bench). Alternating parents access to 

the dressing room - no more than 5 parents/coaches at one time). 

□ one parent (or guardian) per player to be seated in the arena spectating area (complying with 2 metre 

distancing protocols). 

□ Non-compliance of Distancing measures will result in dismissal from the facility and potential loss of rental 

time(s). 

□ Clients, Guest Sanitation Amenities - A spray bottle of sanitizer will be provided in each locker room for client use 

(subject to availability). 

 

□ Player MUST be in a ‘Cluster’ in phase 1. Meaning they must be in the same group each time. Therefore, 

should one player in that group test positive, the entire group must stay at home until tested or medically 

approved to return. 

□ A security officer/Staff Member will greet each visitor to the Sportsplex. 

□ A Handheld Non-Touch Thermometer will be used at the Entrance. Each Clients/Visitors will have 

their temperature measured before entering the facility. 

□ If the customer’s temperature is normal, will proceed to the next steps 

□ If the customer’s temperature is above 38°C, a secondary temperature check will be conducted to verify the first 

reading. 

□ If the customer fails the second screening test, individual will be asked to leave, seek medical testing and be barred from 

entry for two weeks. 

□ A security officer/Staff Member will as the following question before they can enter the building 

□ Do you have any of the following symptoms: 



□ Fever greater than 36°C 

□ Cough 

□ Shortness of Breath/ Difficulty Breathing 

□ Sore Throat 

□ Runny Nose 

□ Have you or anyone in your household travelled outside of Canada in the last 14 days? 

□ Have you or anyone in your household been in contact in the last 14days with someone who is being 

investigated or confirmed to be a case of COVID 19? 

□ Have you tested positive for COVID 19 within 10 days? 

□ A staff member or security staff person would monitor to ensure only players with ice time are permitted in 

the facility and distancing measuring are being complied with On-Ice. Reporting user group compliance / 

safety issues to Facility Management. 

□ Fiber Mats will be placed, at all customer entrances, in an effort to reduce the virus being carried in by footwear. We 

will ensure that these mats are well kept and meet the highest standard of prevention. The Matts will be sprayed with 

sanitizer every 5th person entering the building 

□ A Hand sanitizer dispenser will be set up at front doors 

□ Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - Appropriate PPE would be inform to have guest and customers to worn 

must if they can 

□ On the ice, players have all of their equipment on including hockey gloves. They do not share ANYTHING 

other than a hockey puck that is passed with a stick…NEVER touched by hand. 

□ Full sanitization measures would be conducted during and at the conclusion of each ice time (by designated 

arena staff and/or an outsourced cleaning provider) to ensure cleaning consistency. 

□ Use the automated entry doors, limiting the need for any handling of door handles. 

□ No player, parent, coach nor staff member shall be permitted to enter the facility if they are feeling unwell or 

experiencing any COVID-19 related symptoms. 

□ Players (parents) will only be permitted to participate provided they have downloaded and activated the 

ABTrace Together mobile app to ensure groups are full participating in contact tracing measures 

□ Any participate or parent must report a positive test immediately to the facility manager and their user-group 

leader. The ABTrace Together App requirement (as noted above) also ensures contact tracking and reporting 

accuracy. 

□ If players, coaches and parents do not comply with Distancing protocols, players or groups will be asked to 

leave the facility immediately and the user group will be at risk at losing their ice times moving forward (as 

deemed appropriate by Facility Management). 

□ To the extent possible, participants should refrain from touching their eyes, nose, mouth and face during activity. 

□ Practice respiratory etiquette. Participants should refrain from spitting and clearing their nasal passages during 

activities. 

□ Limit group celebrations and other customs during activities (e.g., handshakes, high fives, fist bumps, chest bumps) that 

bring participants with two-meters or promote contact. 

□ Water bottles should be labelled with the name of the owner. Do not share water bottles. 

□ After activities, individuals should have 20 min in dressing/locker/change rooms dressing/locker/change rooms and 

maintain physical distance lobbies and common spaces. 


